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Remain seated on the heartthrone, and do not become a warrior.

Today, the Father, the Foreigner from the faraway land has come to meet

His children. He has come to remind you children of your original home. He

has also come to make you powerful and take you back home with Him. Do

you now remember your original home? This land is foreignÍ¾ it is a foreign

kingdom  in  which  everything  you  see  is  old.  Everything  within  it  is  old.

Whether you look at people or things, what can you see? Everything has

reached a state of totay decay. There is darkness everywhere. Whilst living

in such a land, all of you souls have become placed in bondage. It is only

now that the Father comes and reminds you of your original form and your

original home. It is only now that He frees you from bondage and takes you

back  home.  As  well  as  this,  He  also  makes  each  of  you  the  master  of

yourself. So, are all of you children ready to go back to your original home?

You are not those who simply say, “We will go there, we will go there”. In the

play  you  created  everyone  said  that  they  wanted  to  go  to  heaven,  but

scarely a few were ready to go there. You are not like them, are you? Have

you settled  all  your  karmic  accounts  or  do some still  remain?  Have you

celebrated the completion ceremony of finishing your karmic accounts or are

you  still  making  preparations  to  do  that?  You  don’t  think  that  you  will

celebrate  that  ceremony  at  the  end,  do  you?  Only  if  you  celebrate  the

completion  ceremony now would  you be able  to  celebrate  the perfection

ceremony at the end. All of your old karmic accounts have to be settled. By

doing  this  now,  you  will  be  able  to  attain  the  status  of  being  free  from

bondage for a long time, and also liberated in life for a long time. Otherwise,

you will remain a battling warrior till the end. What would the reward be of



someone who leads a life of battling till the end? A warrior life is a childhood

life. Each of you has now become the master of yourself. You have been

given your tilak of awareness and been seated on the heartthrone of the

Father.  Can those who are  seated on this  heartthrone be warriors? You

have been given your throne and crown which is the reward of the battle.

Have you not  yet  taken your present  reward and instant  fruit? Have you

attained the reward of the confluence age or do you still have to attain it?

What is the song you sing? Is it, “I have attained everything that I wanted”?

Or, is it, “I have yet to attain everything”? Since the present is connected to

the  future,  and  your  future  reward  is  to  last  2,500  years,  is  the  present

reward going to last for 5 or 6 months, or for 5 days or 5 hours or for the

duration of the confluence age? If the reward of the confluence age is not

going to last for a long time, how would your future reward last for a long

time? Since it is to last for 2,500 years there, would your reward here not be

for at least 25 years? If, having become the direct children of the Father, you

do not receive your inheritance of the present time for the full length of the

confluence age, then what have you attained? Having become a child of the

One who is the Master of the mines of all treasures, if you do not become full

of  all  those  treasures,  then  since  becoming  child,  what  have  you  been

doing?

“Success is our birthright.” If you say this and yet do not experience constant

success, then what have you been doing since you claimed your birthright?

If,  having  become  a  child  of  the  two  fathers  who  are  the  bestowers  of

fortune, you haven’t become one who is multimillion times fortunate, then

what have you been doing since you became a child of both fathers? Baba,

the Bestower of  Blessings,  has shown you an extremely easy method of

performing  elevated  actions  and  having  divine  and  elevated  behaviour.

However, if you still haven’t become an embodiment of success, then what



have you been doing?

Is it that you like to battle, labour and do everything slowly and comfortably

at your own pace? Do you like being on a battlefield? Do you not like the

heartthrone? If you do like this throne, then remember that Maya can’t come

to anyone seated on the heartthrone. It is when you get off that throne and

go onto the battlefield that you have to labour. Some children aren’t able to

stay without fighting and battling. If they don’t find anyone else to fight, they

have a tugof war with themselves. The sanskars of battling make them leave

the throne and go onto the battlefield. Finish your sanskars of battling now!

Imbibe the sanskars of ruling. Become one who has received the reward!

Only then will you be able to become one who receives the reward of the

future for a long time. What would you become if you have a warriorlife till

the end? You would then have to become part of the moon dynasty.

The sign of a sundynasty soul is that that soul will be constantly dancing in

happiness. He will constantly be swinging in the swing of supersensuous joy.

Rama of the moon dynasty is never shown swinging in a swing. Nor is he

ever shown performing a dance. He is only shown with that bow and arrow,

which is  a  symbold  of  battling.  Therefore,  he receives the fortune of  the

kingdom later on. The kingdom of only half the period is not said to be for a

long  period  of  time.  Therefore,  constantly  swing  in  this  swing.  Whilst

remaining  in  harmony  with  everyone,  constantly  continue  to  dance  in

happiness.  This  is  known as being  an embodiment  of  the reward of  the

confluence age. How much longer are you going to continue to say that you

are an effortmaker? You make effort now and receive the reward now! It is

not that you make effort at the confluence age and only receive the reward in

the golden age. You have to become one who receives the reward of the



confluence  age.  Sow the seed now and  eat  the  fruit  of  that  now.  Since

scientists are able to increase the speed of their achievements, so you with

your power of silence, should also increase your speed even more, should

you not? Or, is it that you are going to do everything in one birth and receive

the reward of that in your next birth? Those people try to go faster than the

speed of sound. They want to do everything in less than a second. They are

ready to destroy the whole world in such a short time! So, would you souls,

who are instruments for the establishment, not experience doing something

in a second and receive the reward of that in a second? Do you understand

what you have to do? Eat the instant fruit! Do you not like instant fruit? Is it

that you only like to eat fruit for which you have laboured? It is because you

have been eating the dried fruit of your labour that you became so weak,

blind,  with  no intellect  (wisdom)  and unable  to  perform elevated  actions.

Now, at least eat fresh, instant fruit. Change labour into love. Achcha.

To those who always have the sanskars of royaltyÍ¾ to those who have a

right to all treasures, which means those who are children and mastersÍ¾ to

those who constantly have the sanskars of experiencing the reward of the

confluence age and who eat the instant fruitÍ¾ to those who are constant

embodiments of attainment, who are constantly free from all bondage and

living a life of liberation in the confluence ageÍ¾ to the children who remain

seated on the throne and wear their crown, BapDada’s love, remembrance

and namaste.

BapDada meeting groups:

1. Do you constantly remain stable in spiritual intoxication? To have spiritual



intoxication means to be soul conscious. Constantly to see the soul whilst

you  are  moving  and  walking  along  means  to  have  spiritual  intoxication.

When you have spiritual intoxication, you are easily able to experience all

attainments. Those who have physical intoxication consider themselves to

have attained everything. Similarly, those who maintain spiritual intoxication

also  become  embodiments  of  all  attainments.  When  you  remain  in  this

intoxication, all types of sorrow are removed. By doing this, you bid farewell

to sorrow and peacelessness. Since you have become the children of the

Bestower of Happiness and Peace for all time, it means you have bidden

farewell to sorrow and peacelessness, does it not? In that case, there should

be no name or trace of peacelessness. How could the children of the Ocean

of Peace become peaceless? To have spiritual intoxication means to have

ended  sorrow  and  peacelessness.  Have  you  celebrated  the  farewell

ceremony of this? It is only through impurity that sorrow and peacelessness

are  created.  If  there  is  no  impurity,  how  could  there  be  sorrow  or

peacelessness? You have become master purifiers, children of the Purifier.

Those who purify the impure would, themselves, be pure, would they not?

Pure souls naturally have peace and happiness within them. Therefore, you

are pure souls,  elevated souls,  special  souls.  You are great  souls of  the

world because you now belong to the Father. The greatest thing of all is to

become pure. This is why people bow their heads, even today, in front of this

greatness. In whose memory are those nonliving idols created? What would

you think now when you go to the temples? Who is being worshipped? You

have  become  aware  that  those  nonliving  idols  are  of  you.  Therefore,

continue to move along whilst considering yourselves to be such great souls!

Become those with such a divine mirror that all  souls are able to see the

reflection of their own original character.

2. Do you constantly experience the stage of ascent? You should experience



your stage ascending at every second. Your stage should be ascending in

your thoughts, words, actions, connections and relationships, because this is

now  the  time  to  ascend.  No  other  age  is  the  age  of  ascent.  Only  the

confluence  age  is  the  age  of  ascent.  Therefore,  you  should  experience

everything  according  to  the  time.  The  second  after  the  second  that  just

passed should also be of  your  stage ascending.  You are not  those who

come to a standstill because of anything. Those whose stage is ascending

never come to a halt and they also make others ascend with them.

3. Do you consider yourselves to be flying birds? Those who are flying birds

would be rulers of the globe. They would have an allround part. Those who

are in the flying stage would be completely free from bondage and thus be

able  to reach wherever  there is  a  need for  service.  They would  become

embodiments of success in all the types of service they perform. The Father

has an allround part. He can become the Friend as well as the Father. In the

same way, those who are in the flying stage should be able to play the full

part of any type of service, wherever there is a need. This is known as being

an allround flying bird. Achcha.

BapDada meeting kumaris:

BapDada is very pleased to see kumaris. Why? Because each kumari can

become an instrument to awaken many others. Therefore, Baba is pleased

to see the future of the kumaris. Each one of you kumaris will  become a

world benefactor. You will not just be one who benefits the family, but one

who  benefits  the  world!  When  a  kumari  becomes  a  householder,  she

becomes one who simply benefits her family. However, when she becomes



a Brahma Kumari, she becomes a world benefactor. So, what are you going

to  become?  Even  now,  in  this  final  time  of  bhakti,  kumaris  are  still

worshipped. Therefore, you are elevated even till the end. Great importance

is given to the life of a kumari. You kumaris are given a lift in your Brahmin

life. Kumaris are able to become in charge of a centre very quickly. It is only

after a long time that kumars receive such a chance. When kumaris race

ahead, they are able to progress a great deal by themselves. One kumari

can look after many centres. According to the drama, you receive this lift as

a gift. You have not had to work for it. What is the speciality of kumaris? A

kumari life means to lead a life of perfection. If you do not have this speciality

in your kumari  life,  then no importance is given to you. To be a Brahma

Kumari means that there should not even be an impure thought in your mind.

Only then would you become worthy of being worshipped. Otherwise, you

become like a damaged idol, and such idols would never be worshipped. So,

do you understand this speciality?

If all of you kumaris were to become servers, very many centres could be

opened.  BapDada  isn’t  telling  you  to  leave  your  worldly  jobs,  but  there

should be balance. When you become busier in this service, then that one

will automatically stop. If someone is told to leave her worldly job, she begins

to  think  about  it.  When  those  who  have  no  knowledge  are  told  to  stop

smoking, they are unable to become free from that habit by simply being told

to stop it. However, when they are given an experience, they become able to

stop. In the same way, when you become busy doing this service, your other

work will automatically stop. As yet, those in Gujarat haven’t been given a

centre as a dowry, like those in Bombay have. Those in Gujarat are able to

do  whatever  they  want.  There  is  nothing  lacking  there.  It’s  just  that  this

thought and system hasn’t yet started there. All you kumaris are the lamp of

BapDada’s clan, are you not? By constantly remembering your fortune you



will remain cheerful. You now belong to the Father. In this life (kumari life)

you can either fall or become elevated. Therefore, all of you have reached

the path of ascent. Achcha.

Blessing: May you become those who uplift others, and like Father Brahma,

create your most elevated portrait of all.

All of you children have created your portrait of fortune through your elevated

awareness and elevated actions. Just the final touching needs to be added

to make the portrait perfect and become the most elevated of all, like Father

Brahma. In order to do this, become one who uplifts even those who defame

you, and constantly remain free from any selfish motive. The more altruistic

you are in any situation and task and remain cooperative in any gathering,

the more you will be able to uplift even those who defame you.

Slogan:  Souls  who  take  responsibility  claim  the  right  to  receiving  extra

blessings.

* * * O M S H A N T I * * *


